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The American Review of Canadian Studies is a refereed, multidisciplinary, quarterly journal published regularly by the Association for Canadian Studies in the United States since 1971. The articles and reviews in ARCS examine aspects of Canada, Canadian-American relations, and Canada’s global presence. Through both interdisciplinary and disciplinary perspectives, the journal explores Canada’s arts, cultures, economics, politics, history, international relations, society, and environment, recognizing Canada’s distinctive position in the world.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS. The editors of the ARCS invite article-length submissions (15-25 double-spaced pages) of original, scholarly research and shorter pieces on teaching Canadian Studies and Canadian-American relations, as well as suggestions for scholarly books to review. For information on how to submit and to see the contents of previous issues, visit the ARCS website at www.tandfonline.com/loi/rarc20?open=49&year=2019&repetition=0#vol_49_2019 or contact either of the editors at ARCS, c/o Canadian Studies Program, 203 Minnock Center, Bridgewater State University, 25 Park Terrace, Bridgewater, MA 02325 and by email at a2holman@bridgew.edu or b2payne@bridgew.edu.